HEDONIC AND UTILITARIAN DRIVERS OF CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
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Although the notion of customer engagement has been an important topic of ongoing discussion in marketing academia and business practice, still little is known on the impact of customer value that comprises of hedonic and utilitarian dimensions, on customer behavioral manifestations toward the brands or firms that goes beyond purchase. The main purpose of this study is to examine whether and how hedonic and utilitarian dimensions of customer value impact customer engagement across distinct consumer markets. Based on the computer-assisted web interviews with 1,559 consumers in the age of 15-64, descriptive statistics and structural equation modelling are used in this study. Consumers of three distinct product categories such as clothing, beer, and mobile phones are interviewed. Drawing on the behavioral interpretation of customer engagement and means-ends models of customer value, this paper reveals the crucial impact of hedonic and utilitarian values on customer engagement manifested in three forms such as customers’ communication, customer complaints and customer collaboration, offering the holistic perspective on multi-faced nature of customer engagement. The research also uncovers some disparities in the strength of the hedonic and utilitarian drivers of customer engagement across markets. Thus, the current study contributes to the better understanding of the customer-based factors affecting customer engagement and offers managerial implications on designing the effective sets of incentives for mobilizing customer engagement.
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1 Introduction

Customer value (CV), often termed as customer perceived value, is considered to be one of the central constructs in contemporary marketing, a fundament for its processual definitions (AMA, 2004-2017). Means-ends model envisages CV in terms of the customer acquiring and using a firms’ offerings to accomplish favorable and predefined ends, i.e. personal values (Khalifa, 2004; Huber et al., 2001), consisted of hedonic and utilitarian elements
Customer engagement (CE), on the other hand, is an emerging concept with the conceptual foundations grounded in relationship marketing and service-dominant logic in marketing (Brodie et al., 2011). In its behavioral interpretation, CE goes beyond purchase and is a behavioral manifestation toward the brand or firm (offerings and activities), often involving others in the social network created around the brand, offering or activity (Verhoef et al., 2010; Vivek et al., 2014).

Although there is a stream in literature already working on the value of CE to the firm (Kumar et al., 2010; Kumar & Pansari, 2016; Pansari & Kumar, 2017), still little is known regarding the value of engagement for customers. Scholarly insights into the nature of CE and CV relationship are still rare. Most of the studies don’t encompass the multi-faced nature of CE in exploring CE and CV relationship, focusing rather on its certain forms in isolation (Muntinga et al., 2011; Abrantes et al., 2013; Fernandes & Remehle, 2016). Few studies offer the holistic approach (Marbach et al., 2016; Groeger et al., 2016; Verhagen et al., 2015; Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014) contributing to the understanding the CV and CE interface, however most of this research doesn’t refer to the behavioral interpretation of CE. Besides, existing studies focus on engagement towards a given brand or market overlooking the potential disparities in the impact of value drivers on CE across distinct markets or product categories.

Addressing the identified research gaps, this paper aims to explore the following research questions. First, does hedonic and utilitarian value dimensions influence customer engagement? Second, what value dimension (hedonic or utilitarian) is a stronger driver for customer engagement? And third, are there any disparities regarding the impact of hedonic and utilitarian values on customer engagement across distinct consumer markets? Based on the quantitative research of a large sample of 2,080 consumers across distinct product categories, this study explores the impact of hedonic and utilitarian values on CE making contributions to theory and practice. The paper is structured as follows. First, the theoretical background that underpins the relationships in the study is presented. In the next sections, the research methodology is discussed followed by the analysis of the results. The paper concludes with the implications for academic and practitioners, the study limitations and future research directions.

2 Conceptual Background

2.1. Forms of customer engagement

Various approaches have already evolved while interpreting customer engagement in marketing discipline. Two main perspectives may be distinguished among existing CE interpretations. First perspective refers to the attitudinal and multidimensional understanding of CE while the second one indicates one-dimensional, behavioral CE clarification. CE, in an attitudinal interpretation, is a psychological state that occurs by virtue of interactive, cocreative customer experiences with a focal agent/object (e.g., a brand) in focal service
relationships. It is a multidimensional concept subject to a context- and/or stakeholderspecific expression of relevant cognitive, emotional and/or behavioral dimensions (Brodie et al., 2011). Engaged individuals include current as well as prospective customers (Vivek et al., 2014). In a behavioral, one-dimensional interpretation, often named as customer engagement behavior, CE stands for customer’s behavioral manifestations toward a brand or firm, that have a brand or firm focus, beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers (van Doorn et al., 2010; Verhoef et al., 2010; Beckers et al., 2016). In this one-dimensional perspective, CE is also defined as customer’s voluntary resource contribution to a firm’s marketing function that goes beyond financial patronage (Harmeling et al., 2017).

In the second, behavioral research stream on CE, the literature distinguishes different forms/types of customers’ behavioral manifestations beyond purchase, including word-of-mouth (WOM) activity, recommendations, helping other customers, blogging, writing reviews, engaging in legal action, feedback, or suggestions for new products ideas (van Doorn et al., 2010). Jaakkola and Alexander (2014) identify two general types of customer engagement behaviors in previous literature. The first is customer involvement in product development and innovation and signifies that customers help to improve or develop the firm’s offerings by providing feedback, ideas, and information, or participating in product design or assembly. The second one, customers’ communication about the focal firm or brand implies that customer may acquire new customers for the firm through firm-incentivized referral programs or influence other customers’ perceptions on their own initiative through word-of-mouth, blogging and other forms of customer-to-customer interactions. Verleye et al. (2014) distinguish five forms of customer engagement behaviors. These are: cooperation (customers’ benevolent act to help employees to do their work), feedback (giving feedback to the firm and its employees via suggestions for service improvements or through participation in new product and service development processes), compliance (the degree to which customers comply with organizational rules and procedures), helping other customers (by expressing empathy, encouraging each other to show appropriate behaviors, helping each other to get better service experiences), and spreading positive WOM or recommending the firm to other customers.

Some other typologies also list co-creation among CE forms (Bijmolt et al., 2010; Beckers et al., 2016), however, in this study, we don’t support this approach because of two main reasons. First, co-creation of value is rather higher order construct and is neither normative nor optional (Vargo & Lusch, 2008; Vargo, 2008), so each CE form may be the manifestation of value co-creation. Second, CE is associated with the integration of customers’ resources into the firms’ business processes. Customers make voluntary resource contributions that have a brand or firm focus but go beyond what is fundamental to transactions (Harmeling et al., 2017; Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014). As such, integrating those resources in value creation (both for firms and for customers) may be associated with risk of misuses of resources (Plé & Chumpitaz Cáceres, 2010) and lead to the value co- destruction instead of co-creation (Echeverri & Skålén, 2011), both in terms of customer-
level value (i.e. customer value) (Groeger et al., 2016), and firm-level value (i.e. customer equity, firm value) (Beckers et al., 2018).

Therefore, in the current research, drawing on the findings of the review of existing CE typologies, we explore the impact of hedonic and utilitarian drivers on CE manifested in the three following forms. First, customers’ communication (i.e. customer-to customer communication) that refers to word of mouth (both positive and negative), and helping others, that occurs in customer-to-customer interactions. Second, customer complaints that are kind of customer feedback occurring within customer to firm (or other institutions as media or consumer right advisor) interactions, however they are driven by customer dissatisfaction. And third, customer collaboration, that also occurs in customer to firm interactions, and includes providing feedback, ideas, and information (i.e. customer knowledge), or performing some tasks providing customer skills, e.g. in product design or assembly.

2.2. Customer value dimensions

Although the concept of customer value (CV) has dynamically evolved in marketing literature, there is a general agreement that it is subjectively defined by a customer, not a supplier (Khalifa, 2004). Therefore, it is also labelled as customer perceived value. Two aspects of the evolution of this category are essential to the current research: broadening dimensionality of customer value interpretations and changing logic of customer value measurement reflected in the CV models.

Regarding the customer value dimensions, this construct was originally understood as something tangible, packed in the product (Baggozzi, 1975; Khalifa, 2004; Heinonen et al., 2013). Later conceptualizations of customer value, within the relationship marketing, introduced some intangible dimensions too. For instance, Kotler and Armstrong (2016) list four determinants of customer perceived value associated with the benefits contained in product, services, personnel and firm/brand image. Finally, the phenomenon of customer experiences was emphasized in the customer value definition based on Holbrook (1999) view, according to which value is interactive, relativistic, experiential, and preferential (Talonen et al., 2016). Customer perceived value is then characterized as a customer experience (Helkkula et al., 2012; Vargo & Lusch, 2017). Furthermore, customer value is formed in various visible and invisible experiential spaces (e.g., social, virtual, mental, biological, physical) that reflect the customer’s ecosystem and life sphere (Heinonen et al., 2013). Therefore, the understanding of customer value as value-in-social-context was suggested to reflect the variety of actors who may be involved in value creation (Edvardsson et al., 2011; Saarijärvi et al., 2013; Vargo & Lusch, 2017). Consequently, there are four customer value dimensions recognized in recent marketing literature (Sánchez-Fernández & Ángeles, 2007; Talonen et al., 2016). First, economic value such as money savings, value for money, finding the lowest price or the best trade-off between price and quality. Second, functional value consisted of quality, convenience, quality/performance, or finding the right time at the right place. Third, emotional and experiential value that comprises exploration,
entertainment, aesthetics, playfulness, escapist, enjoyment, or pleasure, and the emotional experience. Fourth, symbolic and social value referring to status, self-esteem, and self-expression. In more synthesized proposition of customer value dimensions it is conceptualized as a set of tangible (utilitarian) and intangible (hedonic) elements (Heinonen et al., 2013; Babin et al., 1994). Utilitarian dimension includes economic and functional values, while hedonic dimension comprises of emotional and experiential as well as symbolic and social values (Talonen et al., 2016). Those two main value dimensions are explored in this study, and its impact on CE is recognized.

Concerning the measurement approaches to customer value, the second aspect of the evolution in the CV interpretation, and three customer value models may be distinguished, as proposed by Khalifa (2004). First, value components models that focus on customer benefits and demote the customer’s sacrifice side of the value equation. Second, benefits/costs ratio models, consider customer value as the difference between the customer’s evaluation of all the benefits (positive consequences) and costs (negative consequences / sacrifices / costs) of an offering and the perceived alternatives (competing offers) (Kotler & Armstrong, 2016). Those models are broader than the value components and more complete, but they do not address the problem of importance of various benefits and the significance of sacrifices in the context of customer behavior. This problem is emphasized within the third, means-ends models, of customer value. Those models envisage customer value in terms of the customer acquiring and using a firm’s offerings to accomplish favorable and predefined ends, i.e. personal values (Khalifa, 2004; Huber et al., 2001), so they focus on customer benefits while failing to pay attention to the customer sacrifices. According to means-ends models of customer value, customers choose actions that produce desired consequences and minimize undesired ones and thus personal values provide the overall direction, and consequences determine the selection of behavior (Peter & Olson, 1990). Therefore, based on those models (e.g., Wudruff & Gardial, 1996) the favorable ends (i.e. customer’s goals and purposes) may be identified in terms of personal values arising from engagement. Personal or consumption values consist of functional, social, emotional, epistemic and conditional elements (Sheth et al., 1991) that reflect abovementioned multidimensional character of customer value. Adopting a means-ends customer value hierarchy model (Wudruff & Gardial, 1996) in this paper we attempt to explain what the favorable ends are (i.e. customer’s goals and purposes) in terms of personal values that are desired by customers from their engagement, and, at the same time, provide the overall direction of customer behavioral manifestation beyond purchase.

2.3 Customer value dimensions and customer engagement linkages

In previously developed theoretical models of customer engagement, customer value is perceived as one of the CE antecedents (van Doorn et al., 2010), or as both antecedent and consequence of CE (Vivek et al., 2012). This dual perspective on the linkages between customer value and customer engagement, i.e. value drives engagement vs. value results
from engagement, is reflected in subsequent conceptual and empirical studies. The first research stream explores customer value dimensions as customer engagement effects. Based on Holbrook (1999), Marbach et al. (2016) recognize hedonic perceived values of online customer engagement, namely social, play, excellence, efficiency, aesthetic value and altruistic value. Based on the results of qualitative study, Groege et al. (2016) identify both hedonic and utilitarian dimensions of value from engagement behaviors for non-paying consumers such as free trials and premiums for campaign participation, enhanced knowledge/experience, brand/product self-identification, recognition, and curated/filtered exposure. Besides, by drawing on qualitative research results, Hollebeek (2013) identifies a curvilinear association between CE and ensuing CV perceptions, and further finds that CE generates greater CV increases for hedonic, than for utilitarian brands.

On the other hand, second research stream on CE and CV linkages, explores customer value dimensions as the drivers of customer engagement (or its certain forms). Verhagen et al. (2015) recognize the determinants of CE intentions in virtual customer environment such as: cognitive benefits (access to knowledge, feedback), social integrative benefits (social identification, social ties), personal integrative benefits (peer recognition, company recognition), and hedonic benefits (self-expression, altruism). Regarding customers’ communication, one of the CE forms, Abrantes et al. (2013) uncover the following hedonic drivers of word of mouth: mood enhancement, escapism, experiential learning, and social interaction. Previous studies also examined the drivers of the second form of CE - customer collaboration. Motivation sources of virtual customer integration in the innovation process recognized by Rohrbeck et al. (2010) consist of both utilitarian and hedonic values, i.e. monetary incentives, product usage and personal needs, social recognition, and entertainment and curiosity. Similar values were examined regarding motivations for participating in innovation and product development communities (Shah, 2004), including need for product, enjoyment, desire to create and improve, reputation and status within community, affiliation, identity, values, ideology, learning, reputation outside the community, and career concerns. Füller et al. (2010) confirmed the following customer motivations to engage in virtual customer integration projects in product development: compensation, interest in innovation, help and product improvement.

The abovementioned duality of research on the linkages between customer value and customer engagement, and perceiving CV as CE antecedent or/and CE consequence, seem to reflect the assumptions of means-ends model. Customers engage to accomplish their favorable and predefined ends (personal values) (Khalifa, 2004). Therefore, CE results in capturing certain customer value, and customer hedonic and utilitarian values may be understood as CE consequences. On the other hand, drawing on means-ends model, customers choose actions that produce desired consequences and minimize undesired ones and thus personal values provide the overall direction of behavior – customer engagement. Therefore, expected and desired customer values may direct customer behavior (his/her engagement), and in that case those values are CE antecedents.
3 Methods

In order to uncover the linkages between hedonic and utilitarian values and customer engagement we conducted a quantitative research among Polish consumers. To uncover possible disparities regarding the customer value impact on CE among distinct markets, three product categories were selected from the FCB grid (Vaughn, 1986; Ratchford, 1987; Lambin, 1998) and determined the samples selection. These are the categories that differ across the level of customer involvement (high vs. low) and the type of the mode of information processing (cognitive / thinking vs. affective / feeling). Customer involvement is perceived as an antecedent of CE (Vivek et al., 2012; Hollebeek et al., 2014). Customer involvement with products leads to greater perception of attribute differences, perception of greater product importance, and greater commitment to brand choice (Howard & Sheth, 1969; Zaichkowsky, 1985). Therefore, the consumers of the following products were surveyed: clothing (high involvement feeling product category), beer (low involvement feeling category), and mobile phones (high involvement thinking product). Customer engagement focused on the brands, products or firms’ activities offering those product categories was investigated as well as its hedonic and utilitarian drivers.

The sampling framework was stratified by gender and age to represent the Polish population structure in the age of 15-64. The respondents were recruited from the IMAS OnLine research panel, consisted of 44,500 participants, representing the Polish nationwide population according to the age. The computer-assisted web interviewing (CAWI) was used to collect data between August 23 and September 13, 2017. 8,968 e-mail invitations were sent, and 1,559 respondents completed the questionnaire (17%). The following CAWI rates were recorded: participation rate of 27%, incidence rate of 68%, and drop-out rate of 7%. The average interview took 9 minutes and 10 seconds.

To measure hedonic and utilitarian dimensions of customer value and its impact on customer engagement we followed its previous conceptualizations and adopted a set of items from existing studies. Appendix provides an overview of the research variables and items. A pretest with 101 respondents was conducted to evaluate the reliability of the concepts before the final survey and to check the validity of the questionnaire. After the pretest a few modifications were made to obtain higher quality of analysis later. To operationalize the items, 5-point Likert scales were used. To analyze the dataset the structural equation modelling (SEM) was used as the proper method of not only used as a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) but also a way to identify the relation with other constructs (via regression modelling). We used Mplus (version 8) for the analysis (Muthén & Muthén, 2017). We assessed the validity and reliability of the measurement model (see Table 1).
We supported the convergent validity of the measures as all standardized factor loadings and average variances extracted (AVE) surpassed the value of 0.50 (MacKenzie et al., 2011) and all composite reliability scores exceeded the recommended value of 0.70 (Hair et al., 2010). All scales internal reliability is significant; all constructs present also the Cronbach Alphas above the recommended values of 0.70 (Nunnally, 1978). We estimated the structural equation model for total sample (see Figure 1) as well as for the separate models for each product category tested under study. The fit indices for main model (CFI=0.97, TLI=0.98 and RMSEA=0.049 with 90% of CI – 0.046-0.051) reveal that its fit is quite good (Bentler, 1990; Tucker & Lewis, 1973; Steiger, 1990). Also, the fit of each three models for product categories is acceptable.

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Descriptive statistics

Respondents declared how important are hedonic and utilitarian values for mobilizing their engagement focused on brands or firms’ offerings or activities across three consumer markets. According to the opinions of 1,559 surveyed consumers, the utilitarian values were quite important motivations for their engagement: mean close to 4.0 implies that respondents considered those values as rather important. On the other hand, hedonic values turned to be neutral for surveyed respondents’ engagement since the average was close to 3.0 on 5-point Likert scale (see Table 2).

In the respondents’ opinion, getting a better product was the most important utilitarian value in each consumer market under study, i.e. clothing, beer, and mobile phones. On the other hand, joining the consumer communities was the least important hedonic value for customers. Regarding the cross-market comparisons, beers consumers perceive both hedonic and utilitarian values as slightly more important reason of their engagement than the consumers of the remaining product categories.
### Table 2 | The importance of customer value dimensions in driving customer engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer value dimensions</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Total Sample (n=1,559)</th>
<th>Clothing (n=521)</th>
<th>Beer (n=520)</th>
<th>Mobile phones (n=518)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>Making contacts with other users</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joining the consumer communities (e.g. brand fans)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Being respected by others (peers, users)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>Getting a better product</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiving discounts for next shopping</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiving the material reward</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Structural model
The empirical results of this study lead to the following findings. First, taking the entire model structure into consideration, the analyses provide strong and robust support for the close linkage between hedonic and utilitarian dimensions of customer value and customer engagement manifested by its three forms: customers’ communication, customer complaints and collaboration (see Figure 1). Those effects are quite strong for customers’ communication and customer collaboration (0.91, \( p < 0.01 \) and 0.92, \( p < 0.01 \) respectively), and strong for customer complaints (0.57, \( p < 0.01 \)).
Second, our results indicate that hedonic dimension of CV has a highly positive direct impact on CE (0.66, \( p < 0.01 \)), and utilitarian dimension of CV influences CE positively, although the impact is a bit weaker (0.22, \( p < 0.01 \)). The percentage of variance in CE explained by the antecedents (hedonic and utilitarian CV dimensions) is 67\%. Third, the impact of hedonic dimension of CV on CE is higher than the impact of utilitarian dimension in each product category tested under the study. However, in case of clothing and mobile phones (examples of high-involvement product categories) it is more evident (0.67, \( p < 0.01 \)) than in case of beer (0.57, \( p < 0.01 \)). Fourth, concerning the interface of utilitarian dimension of CV and CE, the impact is stronger in low-involvement product category as beer (0.31, \( p < 0.01 \)), than in clothing (0.21, \( p < 0.01 \)) and mobile phones (0.23, \( p < 0.01 \)).

5 Discussion

In this paper we offer cross-market recognition of the impact of hedonic and utilitarian customer values on customer engagement manifested in the three following forms: customers’ communication, customer complaints, and customer collaboration. By positioning CE in the means-ends customer value hierarchy model (Woodruff & Gardial, 1996) we explain what the favorable ends are (i.e. customer’s goals and purposes) arising from engagement, that drive customer behavioral manifestations other than purchase (i.e. customer engagement in behavioral interpretation). The present findings provide both theoretical and managerial implications that are discussed in this section.

Based on the research results addressing first research question of this study it was revealed that both hedonic and utilitarian values were important drivers of customer engagement. Those customer motivations explained quite significant proportion of CE variance (65\%). We highlighted also that the linkage is stronger for customer collaboration with the brand or
firm in product development or innovation, and for customers’ communication about firm or brand, than for customer complaints. In line with the recommendations in previous literature (Beckers et al., 2016), these findings offer holistic perspective, overarching the multi-faced nature of CE manifested in different customer behaviors beyond purchase, and thus contribute to the better understanding of customer value impact on customer engagement forms.

Considering the second research question of this paper, our study showed that hedonic value dimension had stronger positive impact on CE than the utilitarian one, although the latter also positively influenced CE. Hence our empirical findings contribute to the development of the theory on customer engagement in its behavioral interpretation shedding light on customer-based factors affecting CE behaviors (as customer goals and perceived benefits) that are the element of van Doorn et al.’s (2010) conceptual model.

Referring to the third research question in this paper, our study brings both theoretical and managerial implications. Our research revealed that the crucial role of hedonic value dimension in producing customer engagement was evident across each product category under study (i.e. clothing, beer, and mobile phones). This implicates the directions for firms’ endeavors within effective CE management and broaden the existing theory on CE management that urges to stimulate customer engagement by establishing set of incentives (van Doorn et al., 2010), and encourage customers’ active participation in and contribution to the firm’s marketing function (Harmeling et al., 2017). Our findings implicate that firms need to strongly address customer hedonic goals in order to mobilize customer engagement and offer attractive hedonic incentives to the customers they want to engage. Since our empirical results showed that utilitarian values also impacted CE, firms need to develop specific set of engagement incentives, including hedonic encouragements (as major elements), that are completed with the utilitarian values. This study also revealed some differences in the strength of hedonic and utilitarian drivers across distinct product categories. The impact of hedonic value dimension was stronger for high-involvement product categories, such as clothing and mobile phones, than for low-involvement category such as beer. On the other hand, the strongest impact of utilitarian value dimension was recorded in beer category. This implicates the need for designing the sets of attractive incentives accordingly to mobilize customer engagement across distinct consumer markets. Firms need to adjust the proper proportions of hedonic and utilitarian incentives in distinct markets, for example to initiate the engagement of beer consumers slightly more utilitarian encouragements need to be offered than in case of clothing or mobile phones.

6 Conclusion

Drawing on the behavioral interpretation of customer engagement and means-ends models of customer value, this paper explores hedonic and utilitarian drivers of customer behavioral manifestations toward brands or firms’ offerings and activities across three distinct consumer markets. Overarching the multi-faced nature of CE manifested in different forms
of customer behaviors beyond purchase (i.e. customers’ communication, customer complaints and customer collaboration), the current research provides insights on a vital role of customer values as drivers of customer engagement. Comparing the strength of utilitarian and hedonic values impact on customer engagement, this study also sheds light on customer-based factors affecting CE behaviors, indicating the vital role of hedonic values. Finally, this paper also reveals some differences in the strength of hedonic and utilitarian drivers across distinct product categories and highlights the need for adjusting incentives offered by firms in mobilizing customer engagement accordingly.

However, the paper is also subject to some limitations that provides the future research directions. First, research sample comprises only the inhabitants of Poland who may be representative for the Central and Eastern European countries but not the same trends could be found for all these countries to make generalization. Future studies could replicate this study across countries in which these analyses were not yet performed. Second, customer values that drive customer engagement are examined within two aggregated dimensions in the current research (i.e. hedonic and utilitarian values), although more detailed typologies indicate the existence of four distinct customer values. Utilitarian dimension encompasses economic and functional values, while hedonic dimension comprises of emotional and experiential as well as symbolic and social values. Then it could be examined in the further research whether the impact of detailed hedonic value dimensions, such as emotional & experiential, and symbolic & social values, is similar to the impact of hedonic dimension recognized in this paper, or there are any differences in that matter. Third, taking the entire model structure into consideration, this research provides support for the close linkage between hedonic and utilitarian dimensions of customer value and customer engagement manifested by its three forms, but those effects are quite stronger for customers’ communication and customer collaboration than for customer complaints. Perhaps proposed structural model could be developed further to reflect examined relationships even better. And fourth potential limitation of the current study stems from the anchoring the customer engagement construct in the context of customer value reflected in the means-ends model. This model explains why customers attach different weights to various benefits of CE but fails to pay enough attention to the sacrifices a customer is likely to bear. It would be desirable if future studies would recognize such sacrifices in case of customer resource contributions during his/her engagement.
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Appendix 1: Measurement instrument

Customers’ communicationa (based on: Verleye et al., 2014; Muntinga et al., 2011)
Do you exchange the opinions on products, brands or firms in the following ways:

1. I write positive product reviews in the Internet.
2. I upload brand or firm related pictures, films in the Internet.
3. I participate in the recommendation programs.
4. I click “likes” related to brand/firms.

Customer complaintsa (based on: Stauss and Seidel, 2006)
Do you complain about the products or brands in the following ways:

1. I file the formal, written complaint.
2. I provide information verbally if something is wrong with the product during or after purchase.
3. I answer the call centre questions informing them about my dissatisfaction.
4. I answer additional questions while my complaint is proceeded.

Customer collaborationa (based on: Jakkola and Alexander, 2014; Rohrbeck et al., 2010)
Do you collaborate with brand or firm helping to create solutions in the in the following ways:

1. I participate in surveys concerning my needs and expectations of the products.
2. I vote for the products or brands.
3. I participate in firm or brand contest, e.g. providing the ideas of packages or ads.
4. A attend the events associated with brands or firms.

Hedonic customer value dimensionb (Rohrbeck et al., 2010; Verhagen et al., 2015; Latteman and Robra-Bissantz, 2005)
How important are the following reasons of your engagement in the relations focused on brands or firms?

1. Making contacts with other users.
2. Joining the consumer communities (e.g. brand fans).
3. Being respected by other people.
Utilitarian customer value dimension\textsuperscript{b} (Rohrbeck et al., 2010; Verhagen et al., 2015; Latteman and Robra-Bissantz, 2005)

How important are the following reasons of your engagement in the relations focused on brands or firms?

1. Getting a better product.
2. Receiving discounts for next shopping.
3. Receiving the substantial reward.

\textit{Coding: a) 1(strongly disagree)-5(strongly agree); b) 1(strongly unimportant)-5(strongly important)}